IMPROVING LIGHT ABSORPTION IN SEMICONDUCTORS
THROUGH OPTICAL NANO ACTIVITY
Physicists and researchers across the globe have indulged themselves in conducting
researches that are of extensive benefit to mankind. With each progressing year, considerable
developments are made in different domains of physics that make use of cutting-edge science
in order to facilitate human course of existence as much as possible.
Over the recent time, extensive focus has been given to the study of light phenomenon in such
a way that maximum light absorption is made possible in semi-conductors. Optical Nano
activity has played a great role in this regard.

What is really meant by light absorption?
In physics, light absorption refers to the transference of energy of the wave as it passes through
any particular material. It must be kept in mind that light absorption is a diverse phenomenon
and varies from substance to substance.
Reflection, absorption and partial diffusion are all properties of light. Normally, it is stated that
black surfaces tend to absorb all light which likely explains why all black stuff may appear very
hot.

Keeping in view the above illustrated 3 qualities of light, physicist base optical considerations for
surfaces that can be deemed best for light absorption.

Semiconductors

Semiconductors are those material which possess dual properties. Their conductive properties
are similar to those of good conductors such as copper but at the same time may have excellent
insulation qualities such as those possessed by glass.
Semiconductors can be called as the heart of machinery that we use every day as they include
transistors, microprocessors, diodes, LED’s etc.

Optical Nano-cavity
Optical Nano cavity is obtained by arranging slot of mirrors in such a way that beams of light
circulate with in closed paths. Through the development of optical Nano-cavities, avenues for
abundant development in physics domain have opened up.

How has light absorption in semiconductors improved through the use of
Nano cavity?
Electrical engineers have developed such semiconductors that have an enhanced tendency of
absorbing light much more than ordinary surfaces. As stated in the Journal of Advanced
Materials, silicon is the most commonly used semiconductors of all. But the major problem

associated with the use of ultra-thin semiconductors is that their light absorbing competency is
much less, as a result of which their electricity generation ability is highly affected.
In this regard, many successful attempts have been made to improvise the existing structure of
semiconductors. Scientists have brought into use germanium plated on gold surface to obtain
valuable results. However, what needs to be kept in mind is the expensive nature of gold metal.
Therefore, researchers have begun conducting experiments not just with aluminum but other
alloys as well. They are not just cheap but would exceedingly enhance the light absorption by
semiconductors. Owing to the hard work of many researchers, such Nano cavity has been
made that comprises of a combination of aluminum, aluminum oxide and germanium. This
cavity has rendered remarkable results to the fraternity and proposals for carrying out further
tests are underway.

Applications of semi-conductors with improved light
absorption
With semi-conductors being improved to a great extent and having incredible light absorptions
quality, list for its wide ranging applications becomes endless. Some of the basic and fruitful
implications of semiconductors that have been strengthened through the use of Nano cavity are
·

·

stated below.
Photovoltaic cells: An improved light absorption definitely means development of such
photovoltaic cells that are structured in the best possible way to capture light. In this way, not
just light energy would be brought in use but the burden resting on the shoulders of electrical
energy would be slightly relived as well. The energy harvesting solar cells surely play the best
part in conserving and utilizing the solar efficiency.
Improved video cameras: Researchers aim in the enhancement of Nano cavity technology in
such a way that an ultra-thin optical film absorber is devised. This would lead to improved video
cameras and making it all the way more quick and meaningful to capture most memorable
events of life.

Precision, quality and agility to video camera is all due to enhance light absorption by the
semiconductors. At the same time, better and efficient security system could be achieved by
developing such security cameras that absorb light at a much faster pace than conventional
cameras.

·

Nano-optical Antennas: Another perk associated with the development of well-developed semiconductors, is the Nano-optical antenna. This works dramatically different to the conventional
signal catching devices in use. Use of light coupled with signals strongly improve the quality and
speed of signal detection as well as transmission.

Conclusion
Light absorption has considerably improved by improvising the conventional semiconductors
through the aid of Nano-cavities. It would be totally justified to claim that researchers and
electrical engineers have taken bold and productive steps in studying the phenomenon of light
in such a way that it yields best results for mankind.
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